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Chapter 3961: playing dead! 

 “Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei immediately took out the beixuan Saint-naming scroll and cast it over the temple. 

This time, although the clan of enlightenment sent the second deputy leader, South Pole immortal 

Weng, and two golden Immortals, true Lords of Dao and virtue, none of them were true sages! 

Without any Dharma Treasures, they couldn’t resist the seal of the northern Mystic Saint-sealing 

painting! 

That’s why it’s good to have spies! 

The people in the temple didn’t know what was going on, but they felt a powerful sealing force! 

The temple was crushed, and everyone was swept up by the sealing force. They didn’t even have time to 

take out their Dharma Treasures before they were sucked into the ‘beixuan Saint-sealing painting’! 

This wave of sneak attacks was simply effortless and extremely satisfying! 

Chen Xiaobei then entered the map. 

Among them, there was only one young and beautiful woman, and that was naturally the Holy Mother 

GUI Ling. 

Chen Xiaobei gave her a look, telling her to pretend that she did not know anything. 

Holy Mother turtle spirit was very smart and her acting was also very good. She glared at Chen Xiaobei, 

as if she was going to fight him to the death as soon as she broke free from the seal. 

There were also a few other men. 

The old man with white hair and a bright forehead was South Pole immortal Weng. 

The other two guys with long beards that hung down to their chests were the true Lord daohang and the 

true Lord Dao de. 

There were three to four other small fries, but Chen Xiaobei only glanced at them and treated them like 

ants. 

 Chen Xiaobei … It’s you … You … How did you know that we’re here? ” 

The enemies had seen Chen Xiaobei’s picture before, and they recognized him immediately. 

This time, his enemies were really sitting at home and did not even have time to prepare for this. They 

had become Chen Xiaobei’s prisoners! 

This result caused the hearts of the enemies to suffer an incomparably violent impact! Surprise! 

Astonishment! Fear! Worry … All kinds of negative emotions surged into their hearts, causing their 

minds to be in chaos. They were completely unable to calm down! 
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“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei took out the intentionless bead and said coldly, ” “All of you shut up! If you want to live, 

destroy your own cultivation!” 

“Hiss …” 

When the enemies heard this, they all sucked in a breath of cold air. Their pupils shrank, their eyes 

trembled, and they were extremely afraid. 

‘That’s strange …’ 

However, Holy Mother GUI Ling was very calm. She felt that Chen Xiaobei’s actions were unnecessary. 

The enemy had already been sealed. If he wanted to destroy their cultivation, Chen Xiaobei could have 

just done it. Why did he have to make the enemy destroy their own cultivation? 

However, she quickly understood Chen Xiaobei’s intention! 

This was because the intentionless bead that Chen Xiaobei had taken out was one of the three Treasures 

of guidance! 

Chen Xiaobei had already set up the jieyin Taoist from the start. Now that he had taken out the 

intentionless bead, it further confirmed the crime of Chen Xiaobei and the jieyin Taoist colluding in 

secret! 

As expected, all the enemies were so nervous that they could not calm down and think properly. They 

had fallen into Chen Xiaobei’s psychological trap! 

“That … Isn’t that the intentionless bead? One of the three Treasures of guidance! Why is it in Chen 

Xiaobei’s hands?” True Lord daoxing said in surprise. 

“Could … Could it be that Daoist jieyin and Chen Xiaobei are colluding in secret? Are they secretly 

supporting Chen Xiaobei?” The Lord of Dao de said what Chen Xiaobei wanted to hear the most. 

Seeing this, Holy Mother GUI Ling added fuel to the fire, ” “That damned Daoist jieyin! On the surface, 

they were loyal to the Dao ancestor! Yet, he was secretly helping Chen Xiaobei! He was really two-faced 

and had sinister intentions! We can’t let him go!” 

Now that things had developed to this point, even South Pole immortal Weng had been fooled: “I’ll 

guide you to the ambition of a dog! How dare he collude with Chen Xiaobei behind the Dao ancestor’s 

back! What was he trying to do? Do you want to go against the heavens and the Dao? This is a capital 

crime of exterminating a sect and slaughtering an entire clan!” 

Chen Xiaobei almost laughed out loud when he saw the enemy’s performance. 

This series of actions was enough to kill Daoist jieyin! 

At first, when Chen Xiaobei asked for compensation from the guide, the guide was worried that Chen 

Xiaobei would ask for too much. 



 

Later on, Chen Xiaobei said that as long as he could locate South Pole immortal Weng, it would be his 

compensation. 

The guide heaved a sigh of relief. He was even a little confused as to why Chen Xiaobei was so gentle 

this time. It was not the style of the number one profiteer in the Three Realms at all! 

Now, the answer was finally revealed! 

Even if jieyin had a hundred million more brains, he would never have thought that helping Chen Xiaobei 

to locate the Old Man of the South Pole would become the irrefutable evidence of his crime of 

annihilating his entire clan! 

At this moment, not only were there chat records as evidence, there were also South Pole immortal 

Weng and the others as witnesses, and the intentionless bead as evidence! 

Even if there were ten thousand Yellow Rivers to jump into, Daoist jieyin would not be able to clear his 

name! 

Jieyin’s fate was sealed. The only difference was when Chen Xiaobei wanted him to die! 

As long as the evidence was thrown in front of Hongjun, the Daoist could get his lunch box. 

“You guys, save your energy!” 

Chen Xiaobei had achieved his goal. Now, he had to finish the show.  “Quickly destroy your own 

cultivation! I love to see you guys in pain and struggle, but you can’t refuse! Just thinking about it made 

him feel great! Hahaha …” 

Before he could finish, Chen Xiaobei had already raised the Golden Dragon scissors.   there’s a limit to 

my patience. After ten seconds, those who haven’t destroyed their cultivation will no longer exist!  

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

The Golden Dragon shears exuded waves of extremely terrifying pressure. In addition to that eye-

piercing golden light, it intensely shocked everyone’s state of mind. 

They all knew how terrifying the Golden Dragon scissors were, and they also knew that Chen Xiaobei 

would never show mercy to his enemies. 

“I … I’m crippled … I’m also crippled …” 

Very quickly, those three or four elite disciples had already had a mental breakdown and chose to 

surrender in despair. 

Chen Xiaobei loosened the seal. 

Those three or four people circulated their immortal essence and destroyed their own sea of Qi dantian. 

Surrender was contagious, especially to people who were afraid of death. Seeing their companions 

surrender and live, why would they joke about their lives? 

“We … We’re also crippled …” 



 

Soon, South Pole immortal Weng, Lord Dao de, and Lord Dao Xing all destroyed their cultivation. 

In the end, everyone’s eyes fell on Holy Mother GUI Ling, and she was the only one who hadn’t 

destroyed her cultivation base! 

Holy Mother GUI Ling was smart. She continued to pretend that she was still the reincarnation of Daoist 

dipamkara and said, ” “Chen Xiaobei! Kill me if you dare! I will never betray chanism! I will never yield to 

you!” 

“Fourth Senior Sister, You must be joking! How can I kill you?” 

 don’t worry!  Chen Xiaobei said.  I’ll let you and all of us in the tribe of severity regain our freedom!  

After that, Chen Xiaobei put the Holy Mother into the Meru space. 

He had to act the whole way. 

Chen Xiaobei and Holy Mother GUI Ling’s agreement had finally soothed the situation. 
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 “Shua shua shua …” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei took all of the enemy’s Storage Treasures and put them into his own bag. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was not in a hurry to check his loot. 

Old man South Pole, cancel the primordial spirit contract of the Grand Wizard, Gong Gong!  Chen 

Xiaobei ordered. 

 yes …  South Pole immortal Weng’s cultivation base had been destroyed, so he naturally didn’t dare to 

resist anymore. He obediently removed the primordial spirit contract. 

“Who are the other two reincarnated ancient Immortals?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 it’s the nine-clawed Black Dragon and the Golden Moon immortal …  South Pole immortal Weng said 

with difficulty as blood flowed out of his mouth. 

 who the hell are these two … I don’t know them. I don’t care …  Chen Xiaobei was not interested at all. 

He turned around and left the map. 

He returned to the desert. 

Chen Xiaobei released Gonggong immediately. 

Zhurong and Gonggong had been captured by Chen Xiaobei when they were in the earth-god Realm. 

Zhurong was the reincarnation of Daoist dipamkara, an ancient immortal who had regained his freedom. 

As an ancient immortal reincarnated by South Pole immortal Weng, Gonggong had also gained his 

freedom. 

After revealing his identity, Chen Xiaobei went straight to the point. 
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When Gonggong sensed the location of his body, Chen Xiaobei asked Futian Xin ‘er to open the space 

gate. 

Then, Gonggong removed the seal on the corpse. 

Just like that, Chen Xiaobei kept the eighth body of the witch into his bag. 

He returned to the world of the builder tree. 

Chen Xiaobei settled Gonggong and Holy Mother GUI Ling in bei Xuan faction. 

He could finally heave a sigh of relief. 

Chen Xiaobei started to check the storage bracelets that he had just taken. 

Speaking of which, the clan of enlightenment was quite stingy. They didn’t even bring any powerful 

Dharma Treasures when they came out to find the body of the Gonggong. 

Chen Xiaobei only found a three-star Saint item from the Old Man of the South Pole. He also found a 

three-star Saint item each from the two lords of Dao Xing and Dao de. 

To Chen Xiaobei, these three holy items were of little value. They were dispensable. 

The rest were some upper-grade spirit Jade and various resources. 

There weren’t many upper-class spiritual jades because they weren’t heavenly path Saints. Therefore, 

they didn’t keep the extra spiritual jades with them. Instead, they would directly inject them into Saint 

weapons so that they could activate their power at any time. 

There were a lot of resources, but there was nothing special about them. 

Other than one item, the rest were all returned to the furnace to be refined. 

The remaining few small items were naturally recycled goods. 

And finally … 

The thing that Chen Xiaobei had left behind was an extremely exquisite and spiritual token. 

This token belonged to South Pole immortal Weng. 

It was the exclusive token of the clan of Enlightenment’s Deputy patriarch. 

It wasn’t an exaggeration to say that the value of this Deputy patriarch token was much higher than all 

the previous items combined. 

With this token, Chen Xiaobei could carry out a series of plans. If he succeeded, he would be able to 

obtain two more ancestral sorcerer corpses and save his most important friends. 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei took out his communication jade talisman and contacted earth traveler sun. 

Chen Xiaobei had helped tu xingsun save his wife, Deng junyu, and had formed an alliance with him. 



 

Chen Xiaobei and earth traveler sun had decided on a place to meet. 

Then, she opened the space gate and brought earth traveler sun into the world of the jianmu. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei called Zhurong to his side and was about to start his plan. 

Chen Xiaobei had heard about it from dipamkara before. 

Zhurong’s body had been found by the clan of enlightenment. However, the seal on the body was very 

special and Zhurong had to remove it himself. Otherwise, the body might be destroyed. 

Therefore, honored Lord of the origin did not act rashly. He only asked someone to guard the corpse. In 

addition, he had set up a restriction nearby so that once a fight broke out, the heavenly Lord Yuanshi 

would be the first to arrive. 

At this moment, Zhurong had confirmed the location of the body. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei asked Futian Xin ‘er to open the spatial gate. 

However, this time, it was not Chen Xiaobei or Zhurong who took action. It was tu xingsun! 

It was a huge mountain. 

Halfway up the mountain, there was an extremely well-hidden cave. 

As he entered the deep part of the mountain through the cave, earth traveler sun was quickly stopped 

by the guards. 

That was because the heavenly Lord Yuanshi had set up a restriction here, so it was relatively safe. 

Furthermore, it was related to the Grand Wizard’s corpse. The fewer people who knew about it, the 

better. 

Therefore, there was only one guard here. 

He was Huang Long, one of the twelve golden Immortals of the clan of enlightenment. 

“Disciple greets martial uncle Huang Long! How has martial uncle been?” 

Earth traveler sun saluted and greeted him respectfully. 

“Tu xingsun? What are you doing here?” 

Huang Long stood three meters away from earth traveler sun, his attitude cold and his expression 

suspicious. 

It had to be said that the heavenly Lord Yuanshi had his own way of using people! 

This Huang Long Zhenren had a cold personality and was not easy to get close to. Moreover, he was 

cautious and had a certain suspicion towards everyone. 

For this reason, the heavenly Lord of the origin could rest assured that Huang Long was the only one 

guarding Zhurong’s body. 



 

“Oh, I’m here under the order of heavenly Lord Yuanshi to check if Zhurong’s body is well!” Earth 

traveler sun said. 

“Nonsense!” 

Huang Long’s face turned cold as he said,”Master has ordered that I will only report to him about the 

condition of Zhu Rong’s body. No third party will interfere!” 

“Martial uncle Huang Long, please calm down!” 

Earth traveler sun was very calm because before he came, Chen Xiaobei had already thought of all kinds 

of situations for him. He had already arranged a set of explanations for these problems, and he just had 

to follow what he said. 

“Martial uncle Huang Long, you don’t know! Recently, Chen Xiaobei has been getting more and more 

rampant. He has crippled a few of the clan of Enlightenment’s 12 golden Immortals, and even the Vice 

leader of dipamkara has been killed by Chen Xiaobei!” 

 the point is, I don’t know what kind of special technique Chen Xiaobei used. Even the Dao ancestors 

can’t track him down!  

 you must know that Chen Xiaobei had captured Zhurong a long time ago. If Chen Xiaobei finds out 

about this location and suddenly comes for us, we’ll be in big trouble!  

“What!” 

Huang Long’s face was filled with shock,”Even the Dao ancestors can’t track Chen Xiaobei? This … How is 

this possible?” 

“This is real!” Earth traveler sun said. 

“So what if it’s true?” Huang Long’s eyes narrowed, and he said solemnly,”Sifu has set up a restrictive 

spell in this entire space. If Chen Xiaobei does not come, he will trigger the restrictive spell and Sifu will 

be here! Instead, I hope that Chen Xiaobei will come and walk into the trap! Hmph!” 

“That being said, this matter is of great importance. It’s best not to cause any more trouble!”  I’m only 

here to take a look at Zhurong’s corpse, ” said earth traveler sun.  I’ll leave after that. I won’t stay here 

any longer!  
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 “Didn’t I already tell you? There were restrictions here, and no one could enter! Do you think I would lie 

to you?” 

Huang Long was a bit upset. 

It was as if he wanted to prove something, so he moved his mind. 

“Whoosh …” 
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In the next moment, a faint green light screen appeared between Huang Long and earth traveler sun. It 

flashed for a moment and then disappeared. 

Obviously, this pale green light curtain was the restriction that the heavenly Lord Yuanshi had set. 

For this reason, as long as the restrictive spell was not lifted, earth traveler sun would not be able to 

enter the mountainside, and he would not be able to see Zhurong’s body. 

“Of course, uncle Master Huang Long would not lie to me. However, I have received the heavenly Lord 

Yuanshi’s decree. I must see Zhurong’s body with my own eyes before I can return to report! Otherwise, 

I won’t be able to answer to the heavenly Lord Yuanshi!” Earth traveler sun insisted. 

“Good! Since you’ve come on shizun’s orders, you should have a token, right?” Huang Long was 

extremely vigilant, and would not let earth traveler sun in just because of a few words. 

“This is only natural!” 

Earth traveler sun took out South Pole immortal Weng’s Deputy sect master token and showed it to 

Huang Long. 

“What?” 

Huang Long’s expression froze for a moment,”Since it was the honored master who sent you, why are 

you holding the Vice sect leader’s token?” 

“Huanglong Zhenren, aren’t you just asking the obvious?” 

“Heavenly Lord Yuanshi has been in The Purple Cloud Palace of the thirty-six levels of allheaven 

recently,” earth traveler sun said indifferently.”He’s assisting Dao ancestor in some important matters! 

Without the decree of the Dao ancestor, the heavenly Lord Yuanshi can not leave!” 

“That’s why I can’t get the sect leader’s token! Coincidentally, the Deputy leader of the South Pole found 

the body of the Gonggong and returned to the sect. So, he gave the token to me temporarily and asked 

me to complete the task of handing over the heavenly Lord Yuanshi!” 

Chen Xiaobei had made up this story for earth traveler sun, and it was flawless. 

“What? Senior uncle South Pole found Gong Gong’s body? That’s great! This was great! The heavens are 

helping the clan of enlightenment!” 

Huang Long immediately became excited, completely believing in earth traveler sun. 

For one thing, what earth traveler sun had said was not all lies, and some of them were true. 

Secondly, the fact that South Pole immortal Weng was looking for the gong Gong’s corpse was the top 

secret of the clan of enlightenment! Disciples at the level of earth traveler sun had no chance to know 

the inside story. 

Third, the location of Zhu Rong’s corpse was also a Top Secret! If heavenly Lord Yuanshi had not 

informed him, earth traveler sun would not have been able to find this place. 

To sum it up … 



 

In Huang Long’s eyes, it was South Pole immortal Weng who had told earth traveler sun the secret of 

finding Gong Gong’s body. The location of Zhurong’s body was told to earth traveler sun by the heavenly 

Lord Yuanshi. 

In addition, there was also the Deputy sect leader’s token, which South Pole immortal Weng never left 

his side and could never be faked. 

Huang Long’s suspicions of earth traveler sun had been completely dispelled. 

“Whoosh …” 

With a single thought from Huang Long, an opening was opened in the seal.”Come in! After you’re done, 

quickly report back to master!” 

“Thank you, uncle-Master Huang Long!” 

Earth traveler sun smiled and walked into the restriction. 

“Let’s go, I’ll Take You There!” 

Huang Long turned around and led the way. 

“Severing the heavens with a single thought!” 

The next second, an unfamiliar voice came from behind Huang Long. 

That’s right! 

It was Chen Xiaobei who had come out of the Meru space and delivered a fatal blow to Huang Long. 

“Pfft …” 

Huang Long was caught off guard and was hit by the heaven severing thought, spitting out a mouthful of 

blood. 

Then, his primordial spirit was severely injured, and the circulation of his celestial core power was 

completely cut off. The intense mental torture made him dizzy and almost faint. He fell to the ground 

and couldn’t even get up! 

“Earth traveler sun, you …” 

Huang Long composed himself and was just about to curse when he realized that there was another 

person beside earth traveler sun. 

 Chen Xiaobei!!!  

Huang Long shrieked as his pupils shrank and his eyes trembled. Cold sweat poured down his face like 

raindrops! 

 Chen Xiaobei … You … You … What are you doing here? ” 

Huang Long stared blankly for a moment, then understood.”How dare you collude with Chen Xiaobei, 

you earth traveler! You deserve to die!” 



 

“Martial uncle Huang Long … No, Huang Long Zhenren! Save your strength!” 

Earth traveler sun said indifferently, ” I used to be loyal to the clan of enlightenment. But how did they 

treat me? ” You forced my wife to reincarnate! You’re using my wife to threaten me! You might even 

use me and my wife as cannon fodder at any time?” 

“Traitor! “You damn traitor …” Huang Long roared in anger. 

“You’re wrong! My heart has already left chanism! So, everything I did was not betrayal, but revenge!” 

Earth traveler sun’s brows furrowed and his eyes were cold. He was proud of himself, and the anger that 

had been suppressed in his heart for a long time couldn’t be vented. 

Now that he had finally spoken his mind, earth traveler sun felt extremely satisfied. 

 you …  Huang Long still wanted to speak. 

“Whoosh …” 

But Chen Xiaobei kept Huang Long’s crippled body into the beixuan Saint-sealing painting. 

It was obvious that Huang Long had nothing to do with this. 

Chen Xiaobei released Zhurong from the Meru space, and the group went deep into the mountain to 

retrieve Zhurong’s body. 

By now, Chen Xiaobei had obtained the body of the ninth ancestor of sorcery. 

“Go! Let’s go out!” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei, earth traveler sun, and Zhurong walked out of the heavenly Lord of the Origin’s 

seal. 

“Whoosh …” 

Fu Tian Xin ‘er opened a spatial gate, and earth traveler sun and Zhurong returned to the creation Wood 

World first. 

At the same time. 

Chen Xiaobei activated his celestial core power and attacked the seal. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

With a loud explosion, the restrictive spell burst out with a very violent movement. 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei stepped through the portal and returned to the jianmu world. 

“Swish!” 

Two seconds after Chen Xiaobei left, a figure appeared at the scene. 

This person exuded an extremely strong primordial chaos holy light. He was a true peak true divine! 



 

Then, he looked at the Pangu flag in his left hand! The three treasure Jade Ruyi in his right hand! He 

stepped on the auspicious clouds! He was wearing the Bagua purple robe! Every single one of these 

items was a peak Saint artifact! 

The Pangu flag, in particular, was the number one Supreme treasure under the Dao ancestor! 

That’s right! 

This man was the clan leader of the clan of enlightenment, the heavenly Lord Yuanshi who ruled the 

heavens and realms on behalf of the heavenly Dao! 

He didn’t say a word and rushed into the mountain. 

…… 

On the other side. 

Chen Xiaobei asked Futian Xin ‘er to open the portal and enter the clan of enlightenment! 

With the Avici sword in his left hand and the yuantu sword in his right hand, Chen Xiaobei led the way to 

the chanism’s forbidden ground. 

The Grand Wizard, ju mang, was imprisoned there. At the same time, ju mang’s corpse was also stored 

there. 

Grand Wizard ju mang was Guangchengzi’s reincarnation ancient immortal. 

Back in the Hong Meng Demon Realm, Chen Xiaobei had asked Guangchengzi to break the primordial 

spirit contract. 

Now, as long as he could save ju mang, he would be able to regain his freedom and Chen Xiaobei would 

be able to obtain the body of the tenth witch! 

That’s right! 

This was the second part of Chen Xiaobei’s plan! 
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It was obvious that spies were very useful. 

Although earth traveler sun had no status in the clan of enlightenment, he was always unknown and had 

a low sense of existence. 

However, in this silence, he had helped Chen Xiaobei to gather the most important information. 

If not for earth traveler sun leading the way, Chen Xiaobei would not have been able to find ju mang. 

With the heavenly Lord of the Origin’s cultivation, if Chen Xiaobei wasted even a little more time, he 

would be able to return to the clan of enlightenment and stop Chen Xiaobei’s plan. 

But now, Chen Xiaobei had lured the heavenly Lord Yuanshi away. 
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Coupled with Fu Tian Xin ‘er’s seamless spatial gate … 

Finally, earth traveler Sun led the way. 

The entire plan was completed in one go, flowing smoothly and all the dangers and accidents were 

directly reduced to the minimum. 

When Chen Xiaobei entered the clan of enlightenment with the avicinaraka sword, none of the clan’s 

disciples noticed him. No one even activated the formation. 

“BOOM! BOOM!” 

Chen Xiaobei went straight to the point and broke the chains of chanism’s forbidden ground. 

After entering the forbidden ground, Chen Xiaobei successfully rescued the Grand Wizard ju mang. 

There was also a storage bracelet in the forbidden ground. Ju mang’s previous life’s body was in it, so 

Chen Xiaobei immediately put it away. 

By now, Chen Xiaobei had obtained the tenth witch’s body. He was very, very close to victory! 

At the same time, the great disturbance in the forbidden land finally woke up the clan of 

Enlightenment’s people who were still ignorant. 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

In an instant, a large number of disciples of the clan of enlightenment flew over. 

As for the higher-ups of the clan of enlightenment, there were not many left. 

Dipamkara had been destroyed, Antarctica had been captured, and more than half of the twelve golden 

Immortals had been killed or injured. Two of them were sealed in the beixuan Saint-sealing painting. 

As a result, the ones who appeared at this moment were all small shrimps that were not worth worrying 

about, and there was not a single one who could fight. 

“Since you’ve delivered yourself to my door, then I won’t be polite!” 

Chen Xiaobei had intended to leave, but since they were already here, he had to show them some 

respect. 

“Whoosh …” 

In an instant, the ” Northern profound Saint-sealing Painting ” flew out, and all the disciples of the clan 

of enlightenment were sealed in the space of the painting. 

With this net, more than 3000 people were caught. 

“Xin ‘er! Open the door! We’re going back!” 

Chen Xiaobei shouted. 

“Boom boom boom …” 



 

The moment she opened the portal, Chen Xiaobei used all his mental power to conjure a ball of the 

ancestral saint’s fire that was as large as the sun! 

Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation had already reached the peak of the sage-to-be. Furthermore, his demonic 

divine bloodline had merged with the divine ancestor’s blood and evolved into the divine ancestor’s 

bloodline. The strength of his primordial Spirit’s strange fire had also increased! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

In an instant, the huge, blazing ancestral saint’s strange fire fell into the clan of enlightenment like the 

sun, turning the entire clan of enlightenment into a sea of fire. 

With the power of this primordial spirit strange fire, it would not take long for the entire clan of 

enlightenment, and even the entire mountain, to be burned to ashes. 

When the heavenly Lord Yuanshi returned, he would definitely be so angry that he would vomit blood. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled in satisfaction, then entered the portal and returned to the jianmu world. 

There was no doubt that this series of schemes was very successful. 

Saving ju mang, obtaining Zhurong and ju mang’s bodies, and burning the clan of Enlightenment’s 

Mountain Gate. It was simply a heavenly gift. 

Naturally, Chen Xiaobei was very pleased. 

However, after this battle, earth traveler sun had been completely exposed and could no longer 

continue to be a spy. 

So, Chen Xiaobei had tu xingsun stay in bei Xuan faction to let him reunite with Deng junyu. 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei called for goddess Nuwa and treasure Daoist to discuss their next step. 

 right now, I still lack two corpses of the wizard ancestors. They are the wizard ancestor Qiang Liang and 

the wizard ancestor Tian Wu!  

 I only heard that the two ancestors of sorcery were controlled by the tribe of humanity after they were 

reincarnated. But I don’t know the details!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“That’s right!” 

Mother Nuwa nodded and said, ” “As far as I know, the ancestor of sorcery Qiang Liang is the 

reincarnation of the Grand Supreme elderly Lord! The wizard ancestor Tian Wu was the reincarnation of 

the sword ancestor lü dongbin!” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly asked, ” “Then, how can I save the two ancestors of sorcery? At the same time, 

how can we obtain their corpses?” 

“I’m afraid this will be very difficult …” 



 

The treasure Daoist said, ” the Grand Supreme elderly Lord has never been ambitious. He doesn’t fight, 

doesn’t fight, and doesn’t scheme. He has no flaws at all!  Unless we defeat him, we can’t get the body 

of the Grand Wizard Qiang Liang, let alone save him!” 

“Then, can I defeat Taishang Laojun?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Impossible!” 

Goddess nüwa and Daoist of many treasures said almost in unison, ” “No one below the Dao ancestor 

can defeat the Grand Supreme elderly Lord!” 

 how … How is this possible?!  Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

“That’s because the Grand Supreme elderly Lord has the second most powerful Saint artifact after the 

Dao ancestors, the Taiji diagram! And the fourth-ranked pinnacle Saint artifact, the heaven Earth 

Obsidian exquisite Pagoda!” 

“These two Dharma Treasures are the most powerful defensive-type peak Saint artifacts!” Mother Nuwa 

said. Ten thousand Arts can not be broken, ten thousand tribulations can not grind! Once you open the 

Tai Chi diagram and take out the black and yellow tower, Taishang Laojun will be invincible!” 

Below Dao ancestor, heavenly Lord Yuanshi’s Pangu banner was ranked first and had the most powerful 

power! The bell of the East Emperor was ranked third and had both offensive and defensive capabilities! 

The second-ranked Taiji diagram and the fourth-ranked exquisite Pagoda of heaven and earth were both 

known for their extremely strong defensive power. With these two magic treasures, the Grand Supreme 

elderly Lord was known as the strongest defensive power below Dao ancestor! 

 what? ” Chen Xiaobei frowned.  according to what you said, the Pangu banner can’t break through 

Taishang Laojun’s defense? ” What about the celestial eradication sword formation?” 

“Not even the fairy slaying sword formation …” 

Treasure Daoist shook his head and said, ” “Any one of the four celestial slaying swords is ranked below 

the tree of Seven Wonders! Only when the four Swords are gathered together and combined with the 

sword formation diagram can the strongest power be unleashed!” 

“However, even if the celestial eradication sword formation unleashed its strongest power, it still 

couldn’t break the Grand Supreme elderly Lord’s defense! If they really fought, the final result would be 

that Taishang Laojun could not break the immortal-slaying sword formation, but the immortal-slaying 

sword formation could not hurt Taishang Laojun at all! 

 this … This is way too strong …  Chen Xiaobei had a whole new understanding of Taishang Laojun. 

In the past, Chen Xiaobei only knew that Taishang Laojun was a good person who would get along with 

both sides. 

Only today did he know that Taishang Laojun could stand from the first immeasurable cultivation 

tribulation to today, he really didn’t rely on muddling through, but he himself had extremely strong 

strength and Foundation! 



 

Just as the Daoist of many treasures had said, the Grand Supreme elderly Lord did not fight, did not 

fight, did not scheme, did not get involved in karma, did not reveal any flaws, and coupled with the 

strongest defense, no one below the Dao ancestor could defeat the Grand Supreme elderly Lord! 
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 “If I can’t defeat the Grand Supreme elderly Lord, then wouldn’t all my previous efforts have been in 

vain?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s brows were tightly knitted together. He looked very anxious. 

If he wanted to prove his Dao with his strength, he could not do without any of the twelve corpses. 

However, now, it was obvious that there was no way to save the Grand Wizard, Qiang Liang, from the 

Grand Supreme elderly Lord’s hands. Naturally, he could not obtain Qiang Liang’s corpse. 

In that case, all the bodies that Chen Xiaobei had gathered would be meaningless. 

All the follow-up plans would also be put on hold. 

“If there’s really no other way, I can only start with Lu Dongbin!” 

“Although the people of the tribe of humanity don’t fight, don’t fight, and don’t scheme, this Lu Dongbin 

at least has a breakthrough point!” The treasure Daoist said. 

“What breakthrough?” Chen Xiaobei perked up when he heard this. 

“Lu Dongbin is a sword fanatic! I love swords as much as my life!” 

“If I can find a sword that can move lü dongbin, I might be able to exchange it with him for the Grand 

Wizard Tian Wu!” The Daoist of many treasures said. 

“Exchange?”  what? ” Chen Xiaobei frowned.  will this work? ” 

“As long as the sword is good enough, it will definitely work!” 

 back then, ” treasure Daoist said, ” for the sake of a demonic sword, Lu Dongbin fought nine demonic 

Sage-to-be. They were of the same realm as him. If it wasn’t for the Grand Supreme elderly Lord’s timely 

intervention, Lu Dongbin would have lost his life!  

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” “For the sake of his sword, Lu Dongbin is even willing to throw away his 

life! I think it’s still possible to abandon the ancestral wizard Tian Wu!” 

 even so … That Lu Dongbin has seen countless swords, and his eyes are extremely sharp. It won’t be 

easy to find a sword that can move him and make him pay any price for it!  Mother Nuwa added. 

 yeah …  treasure Daoist nodded, his face also showing a difficult expression. 

“That’s right!” 

 what? ” Chen Xiaobei asked, ” did Lu Dongbin get the demonic sword after the battle with the nine 

demonic sages-to-be? ” 
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“I don’t think so …” 

Treasure Daoist shook his head and said, ”  at that time, although the Grand Supreme elderly Lord 

attacked, he didn’t want to make enemies with the demon race. So, he let the nine demon sages-to-be 

go and took the demon Sword with them!  

“Isn’t this good enough?”  that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up.  as long as I can find the demonic 

sword, I’ll have a bargaining chip with Lu Dongbin!  

“It’s impossible to find it!” 

Treasure Daoist shook his head and sighed, ” there’s something you don’t know. That battle was 

probably tens of millions of years ago! All the information about the demonic sword had disappeared! 

It’ll be like looking for a needle in a haystack, the chance is almost zero!” 

“I know it won’t be easy! However, no matter what, this is at least a plan!”  that’s great! I’m about to go 

to the demonic realm to get the Black Lotus of destructions. Maybe I’ll find something special!  Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

 yes …  treasure Daoist nodded and said, ”  right now, we can only make a Hail Mary effort. It’s better to 

try than to do nothing.  

Apparently, in his eyes, the possibility of finding the demonic sword was very low. 

Even if they did, it would only be slightly better than doing nothing. The final result would probably not 

change. 

It could only be said that there might be a glimmer of hope if he tried. If he did nothing, the chance 

would be completely zero. 

“Good! Then it’s decided!” 

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said, ” I’ll bring mo Luo Wu Tian and blue Dragon to the 

demonic realm later!  You guys stay in the jianmu world for the time being and help me think of a way to 

deal with the Grand Supreme elderly Lord!” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei left. 

He called Fu Tian Xin ‘er and LAN long along with the crippled mo Luo Wu Tian and passed through the 

space gate. The group of them entered the devil World! 

Speaking of the demonic world, Chen Xiaobei had a lot to do with it. 

However, this was Chen Xiaobei’s first time stepping foot into this place. 

The environment here was extremely harsh, and all he could see was a desolate scene of barren hills 

and turbulent rivers. 

More importantly, the spiritual Qi here was also very thin. If he cultivated normally, his cultivation speed 

would probably be hundreds or thousands of times slower than in the heaven realm. 



 

However, although the environment in the devil World was harsh, the devil ancestor was a race that did 

not follow the rules and play his cards according to common sense. He had various ways to grow up 

barbarically. 

Most of the demonic techniques that absorbed other people’s cultivation base originated from the devil 

race! There were also forbidden techniques like blood refinement and soul Sacrifice, which were also 

created by the demon race! 

It was precisely because they devoured other people’s cultivation and stepped on other people’s bones 

and blood that the demon race was able to rise up batch after batch of powerhouses in such a harsh 

environment, putting on a bloody competition of natural selection! 

“Boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …” 

Not long after they arrived in the demon world, there were sounds of fierce fighting in several directions 

from time to time. 

“Is it a war?” 

Blue Dragon’s brows furrowed, his face full of disdain.  “Why would anyone be willing to live in such a 

place? And even a war? Did you have nothing better to do?” 

On the other hand, mo Luo Wutian’s brows were tightly furrowed. He wanted to say something, but he 

did not dare to. 

Originally, the demon Realm had been unified under the hands of mo Luo Wutian. The entire demon 

race had been United, and they were determined to attack the heaven realm. They wanted to go against 

the heaven and the Dao so that the demon race could live in the heaven realm! 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s plan had completely destroyed mo Luo Wutian. 

As a result, the demon race had no leader. Several quasi-sages fought for territory and an inevitable war 

broke out. 

The strength of the pre-Saints of the demon race was neither high nor low, so they couldn’t deal with 

each other. The war was still in a stalemate. 

In other words, the chaos in the demonic world was all Chen Xiaobei’s doing. 

“Chi … Chi …” 

The demonic mark in Chen Xiaobei’s body was already warning him without the need for mo Luo Wutian 

to remind him! 

Clearly, the demonic imprint represented the will of the demonic path! He had to maintain the stability 

of the entire mo world and the continuation of the mo bloodline! The infighting of the demon race was 

not accepted by the demonic marks! 

In fact, when he took over the demonic mark, Chen Xiaobei had already promised it that he would unify 

the demonic world sooner or later and let all the demons live in peace! 

At this moment, the demonic mark was restless. 



 

Chen Xiaobei knew what he had to do. 

Chen Xiaobei had every reason to guess that in order to subdue the Black Lotus of destructions, he had 

to first stop the war in the demonic world! 

This is not easy … 

Chen Xiaobei’s face did not change, but he was a little anxious. 

It was obvious that stopping the war was very troublesome and would waste a lot of time. 

The point was that Moro Wutian had already told Hongjun the location of the devil World. At this 

moment, there were still people sent by Hongjun in the devil World looking for the Black Lotus of 

destructions! 

The longer Chen Xiaobei stayed, the more likely he would alert Hongjun. 

Once Hongjun made his move, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to escape! 

But! 

At this moment! 

Chen Xiaobei’s communication jade talisman rang! 

Ding! Luo luo has sent you a message! 
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3966 Important clue! 

Rahu? 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up, and he was very excited. 

Not long after Rahu arrived in the heavenly realm, he disappeared without a trace. Chen Xiaobei had not 

been able to contact him and even suspected that Rahu had been captured by the enemy. 

To his surprise, Chen Xiaobei received a message from Rahu after he arrived in the demonic world. 

In other words, the reason why luohou had disappeared before was that he had come to the demonic 

realm. Because of the protection of the demonic mark, even the heavenly path sages could not predict 

the location of the demonic realm. Therefore, luohou was absolutely safe here. 

As for how Luo Yi came to the devil realm? And why did he come to the demon world? The answers to 

these questions were naturally related to his identity before his reincarnation! 

Don’t forget! 

Luo Yi was the first-generation fiend ancestor! He was the Supreme existence who had single-handedly 

created the laws of the devil Dao, established the devil World, and controlled the devil race! 
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Later on, mo Luo Wutian managed to complete some incomplete laws and became the new ancestor 

devil. 

However, at the end of the day, luohou was the earliest master of this place. Tracing back to the source, 

luohou was definitely more compatible with the demonic path than mo Luo Wutian. He was also more 

qualified to be the true ancestor of the demonic path! 

Chen Xiaobei’s operation had run into a big problem. He was at his wits ‘end. 

However, Luo Yi’s letter gave Chen Xiaobei a glimpse of hope. 

After all, this was Luo Yi’s home ground. 

With Luo Yi, Chen Xiaobei would be able to break through the situation in one fell swoop! 

Chen Xiaobei quickly checked the messages. 

Luohou, bro bei! I received your message! Does this mean that you’ve already come to the demon 

world? 

Chen Xiaobei: I just arrived! Where are you? What’s the current situation? 

Rahu,”I’m in the Northern Territory of the devil World, the capital of the Saint Devil Emperor!” I was just 

about to go back to the heaven realm to look for bro bei. I didn’t expect you to come to the devil realm 

first! 

Chen Xiaobei: It seems that you are doing well in the demon world! 

Luo hou: ” it’s okay. My cultivation has reached the peak of the sage-to-be realm. At the same time, I’ve 

unified the North of the devil World. Now, the forces in the East, West, and South have formed an 

alliance and are going to fight me in the final battle!  

Luo Yi,”as long as I win this war, I can unify the demon world and end all the wars here!” 

Chen Xiaobei: This is my biggest headache! 

The demonic mark was urging Chen Xiaobei to fulfill his duty of protecting the demonic realm and the 

demonic race! 

After all, the condition for the demonic mark to acknowledge Chen Xiaobei was that Chen Xiaobei could 

lead the demonic world and the demonic race to a better future. If Chen Xiaobei could not do it, the 

demonic mark might not acknowledge Chen Xiaobei anymore. 

Stopping the war against the mo territories was an extremely difficult task. 

The whole process was not only time-consuming, but it might also alert the people sent by ancestor 

Hongjun to the devil World. It might also attract Hongjun and ruin the whole plan. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei had no idea how to proceed with his plan. 

But Chen Xiaobei did not expect this! 

Luo Yi had actually helped him to lay out the road! 



 

After staying in the demonic realm for a long time, not only had Luo Yi raised his cultivation to the peak 

of Sage-to-be. He had also helped Chen Xiaobei to unify the northern demonic realm and form an Army 

that was strong enough to suppress the other three realms! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei’s problem would be solved! 

As long as they won the final battle, the demonic realm would stop the war and the demonic mark 

would forever acknowledge Chen Xiaobei! 

Chen Xiaobei, you did great! Tell me the time and place of the final battle. I will be there on time! 

Rahu,”if nothing unexpected happens, the final battle will be in three days, at the black grass plains in 

the middle of the demonic realm!” 

Chen Xiaobei: I’ll be there on time and finish this decisive battle! 

[ actually, bro bei doesn’t have to come all the way here. My Army can definitely win this war! ] 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I know! Your judgment can’t be wrong!  However, there are some things that you might 

not know yet. 

Luo sa asked,”what is it?” (Puzzled) 

[ Chen Xiaobei: Moro Wutian has betrayed the demonic path and told Hongjun the location of the 

demonic realm! ] Hongjun had already sent some experts to the devil World to find the Black Lotus of 

destructions! 

Rahu,”what?!” Hongjun’s forces had already penetrated deep into the devil realm? I actually didn’t 

know? (Shocked) 

Chen Xiaobei: ” Hongjun’s attention is all on me right now. That’s why he didn’t put too much power 

into the demonic world. The people he sent here are all low-key. They won’t let you know!  

‘But, if the final battle breaks out, Hongjun will definitely know about it!’ At that time, if he were to 

interfere, what do you think the chances of winning this decisive battle are? 

“No chance of winning …” Luo Yi thought. 

Chen Xiaobei: Therefore, I must personally go to the battlefield! To ensure that everything that 

happened here would not be leaked out! 

Rahu, understood! Then, I’ll wait for bro bei at the black grass plain in three days! 

Chen Xiaobei, there’s one more thing I need to ask you! 

Luo Yi said,”bro bei, please speak!” 

“A long time ago, the sword Grandmaster Lu Dongbin fought nine demonic pre-Saints to the death for a 

demonic sword. Did you know about that?” 

Luo Yi, I know! This sword belonged to the ancient demon King, Bo Xun! The seven-star true sage was 

called the Asura dark prison sword! 



 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’Asura dark prison sword? Where is the sword now? 

Luo Yi,”I don’t know where it is either … But I do know a relic of Bo Xun!” 

Chen Xiaobei: Where was he? 

Luo Yi,”I’ll send the location to bro bei right away. I’ll also send the method to enter the remains to 

him.” 

It was obvious that like all the other reincarnated ancient Celestials, the most valuable thing on Luo Yi’s 

body was the memories of his previous life! 

In these memories, there were a large number of truths of ancient legends, the locations and ways to 

enter various ruins, and even various unknown ancient cultivation methods and secret techniques! 

It was because of this that Luo Yi was able to improve his cultivation so quickly! Moreover, he could also 

use his memories to give out some benefits to win over the People’s hearts, and from there, he could 

establish a force that was enough to unify the demon world! 

And now, Rahu had revealed the remains of the ancient demon King to Chen Xiaobei. 

As long as Chen Xiaobei entered the ruins, there was a high chance that he would be able to find the 

ancient demonic sword that Lu Dongbin had fought so hard for. 

By then, Chen Xiaobei and Lu Dongbin would be able to make a deal, save Tian Wu, and obtain the 

eleventh body of the ancestral witch! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” alright, I’ve received the location. I’ll go check it out as soon as possible!  

Luo Yi: ” then I’ll wait for bro bei to come and take charge of the situation. We’ll decide on the final 

battle!  

Chen Xiaobei: Just like this! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei put away the communication jade talisman and called for mo Luo Wutian. 
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 “God Chen, do you have any orders?” 

 what’s the matter? ” mo Luo Wutian stood in front of Chen Xiaobei and asked respectfully. 

“Do you know the ancient demon King, Boxun?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei had been tricked once in the great void universe by LAN Mengcheng, who was 

transformed from the white bone Spirit. 

Chen Xiaobei was still suspicious of Luo Yi. 

He had to verify the authenticity of the information before he could be sure if that Rahu was the real 

Rahu! 

“Boxun? I can recognize it …” 
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Mo Luo Wu Tian was also from the ancient devil clan, so he naturally knew about the matters of the 

same generation. 

 Asura nether prison sword, have you heard of it? ” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Of course I’ve heard of it!” 

“This sword is the strongest demonic sword under the four celestial slaying swords!” Back then, Lu 

Dongbin wanted to fight for this sword and fought with nine demon emperors. In the end, it was the 

Grand Supreme elderly Lord who saved Lu Dongbin’s life!” 

 by the way, Boxun has a relic. Do you know its location? ” Chen Xiaobei asked again. 

 I know, ” Luo sa said, embarrassed.  it’s in the God-burning mountain in the Western Region of the 

demon world. I’ve tried many times, but I couldn’t open the relic …  

 mm …  Chen Xiaobei nodded. His face did not change, but he had already made his decision. 

It was obvious that what mo Luo Wutian had said was exactly the same as what Luo Yi had said. Even 

the location of the ruins was a perfect match. 

This way, the situation was very clear. 

If both of them were telling the truth, it would definitely be a complete match. 

On the contrary, if both of them were telling lies, or if one was telling the truth and the other was lying, 

it would be impossible to match. 

This meant that Rahu was Chen Xiaobei’s reincarnation as an ancient deity. As long as the primordial 

spirit contract was not broken, he would be 100% loyal to Chen Xiaobei. 

This way, Chen Xiaobei could go to the Bo Xun ruins that luohou had sent him. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei could tell that even though he was also a demonic ancestor, his 

Foundation was far from Luo Yi’s. 

The simplest point was that luohou had a way to open Boxun’s ruins, while Molo Wutian could only 

watch helplessly. 

If this was the case for one thing, then it could be the case for hundreds or thousands of things! 

Therefore, it was not an exaggeration to say that mo Luo Wu Tian was not just a little bit weaker than 

Luo Yi! 

“Let’s go! Let’s go to the Bo Xun ruins first!” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and made a decision. 

“God Chen … I … Aren’t we going to get the Black Lotus of destructions first?” Mo Luo Wu Tian asked 

weakly. 

“No rush!” Chen Xiaobei’s face was calm, and no one could tell what he was thinking. 

Mo Luo Wu Tian did not know, and he did not dare to ask. 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei had always been cautious. 



 

After all, the Black Lotus of destructions was the foundation of the demonic dimension. If he took it out 

rashly, it was very likely that a huge phenomenon would occur, just like when the Red Lotus of fire 

appeared. 

In this way, it would definitely alert the people sent by Hongjun. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei did not want to go and get the Black Lotus of destructions first. He had to 

change his target. 

“Chi …” 

Then, the Blue Dragon released his celestial core power to lift everyone up. With the speed of a three-

star true Saint, he rushed to the West of the devil World. 

After a while, the group arrived at the God-burning mountain. 

This was a huge mountain range with tens of thousands of active volcanoes. It was covered in high 

temperatures all year round. Legend had it that when all the volcanoes erupted at the same time, even 

gods would be burned to ashes! 

This scene was somewhat similar to the legendary Flaming Mountain. However, this God-burning 

mountain was much larger than the flaming Mountain. 

There was no end in sight, and trying to find the entrance to the ruins was like looking for a needle in a 

haystack. 

 God Chen … The Bo Xun ruins are in this mountain. However, I don’t know how to open it …  mo Luo Wu 

Tian said. 

“You can’t, but I can!” Chen Xiaobei chuckled and began to channel his celestial core power according to 

the method that Luo Yi had given him. 

As the spiritual energy was released, Chen Xiaobei was able to communicate with the ruins. 

According to Rahu’s Secret technique, the spirituality was like a key. It slowly lifted the restrictions of 

the ruins and successfully opened the entrance sealed in the mountain. 

 boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …  

Following a series of violent rumbles, an unremarkable volcano mouth suddenly expanded on its own. 

The boiling lava seemed to have disappeared into thin air, no longer blocking everyone’s vision. 

Looking down at the expanding hole, they could see a tunnel leading to the depths of the underground. 

“Heavens! This … How is this possible?” Looking at the scene in front of him, mo Luo Wutian was 

completely stunned. 

He had known the location of this ruin long ago, but he had tried hundreds of times and racked his 

brains, but he couldn’t open it. 

Never in his wildest dreams would he have thought that Chen Xiaobei would be able to do something 

that he could only dream of. 



 

This had a huge impact on mo Luo Wutian’s heart. It even made him suspect mo Sheng. 

“Let’s go down!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. 

“Let me guard the front, in case there’s any danger!” 

In addition to hurrying on, the Blue Dragon finally had a chance to show off, so he quickly volunteered to 

fly to the front. 

After spending some time with it, Chen Xiaobei could tell that Blue Dragon’s attitude had changed. It 

was now trying to get on Chen Xiaobei’s good side and become his friend. 

Chen Xiaobei did not reject his offer and let him do as he pleased. 

After all, the LAN family was related to LAN Mengcheng. If they could be friends, Chen Xiaobei would 

not want to make them his enemy. 

So, Chen Xiaobei let Blue Dragon fly in front. 

As expected, these ruins weren’t simple. As they went deeper, there were still many dangers and 

variables. 

However, as a three-star true sage, the Blue Dragon had a complete advantage in terms of power. 

So, all the dangers and variables along the way had been taken care of by Blue Dragon. Chen Xiaobei did 

not even need to do anything. 

It didn’t take long for them to arrive at the deepest part of the ruins. 

As expected! 

On a huge platform that looked like an altar, there was a black demonic sword that was filled with killing 

intent! 

“God Chen … That … That … That is the Asura dark prison sword!” He exclaimed. Mo Luo Wu Tian 

pointed at the sword and said excitedly. 

“Bro bei! I’ll go get the sword for you!” Blue Dragon stood up immediately. Not only did he want to 

show off, he even learned from Chen Xiaobei’s friends and called him bro bei. 

“Don’t rush!” 

 wait!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” there might be a change in the situation ahead!  

As he spoke, Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were focused on the huge altar. 

The altar was huge, but there was nothing on it except a sword. 

Logically speaking, since Bo Xun had left behind a relic, there should be other inheritances besides the 

sword. There should even be cultivation inheritances. 

However, there was nothing else on the huge altar other than the sword. 



 

This was too abnormal! 

It didn’t look like a relic at all! 
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Chen Xiaobei’s observation was very detailed, and he was right. 

Even though this was a ruin, the things that were presented here were completely different from the 

ruins. Chen Xiaobei even felt a sense of danger. 

“It shouldn’t be a big problem …” He said. 

Blue Dragon’s brows furrowed. Even though he was willing to believe in Chen Xiaobei’s judgment, he did 

not find anything out of the ordinary after observing for a while. 

After all, Blue Dragon was a three-star true Saint from the heavenly Saint realm. He also had a seven-

star Saint weapon, the frost spear. He was not too concerned about what was happening. He even 

thought that Chen Xiaobei was being too cautious. 

 bro bei, we can’t just stand here and do nothing. Why don’t you let me go and take a look? if anything 

happens, you can help me!  

Blue Dragon was confident that he could defeat Chen Xiaobei after clearing all the dangers along the 

way. He wanted to perform well in front of Chen Xiaobei. 

Even if there was danger, he, the Blue Dragon, was willing to take the risk. 

“Alright,” he said. 

Chen Xiaobei nodded. Even though his instincts were telling him that he had to at least know what kind 

of situation he was in if he wanted to break out of this! 

The Blue Dragon would be the vanguard, waiting for Chen Xiaobei to see the situation clearly before he 

knew how to break out of it. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei also wanted to use mo Luo Wutian as cannon fodder. 

However, there was still information about the Black Lotus of destructions in his mind. So, Chen Xiaobei 

could not just let him die for nothing. 

“Good! I’ll go now!” 

The Blue Dragon was full of fighting spirit and flew up to the huge altar in high spirits. 

In the beginning, there was nothing unusual. The Blue Dragon walked directly to the center of the altar. 

The Asura nether prison sword was stuck in the middle of the altar. 

The sword was about 3.3 feet long and its hilt was exquisite. The body of the sword was black and cold. 

The entire sword was flowing with light and there were even some ancient devil runes flashing faintly. It 

was extremely evil! 
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“Phew …” 

The Blue Dragon adjusted itself for a moment, then released its spirituality and tried to communicate 

with the Asura nether prison sword’s spirituality. 

Logically speaking, since the ancient demon King Bo Xun had died, this Asura nether prison sword had 

become an ownerless item, and it could establish a spiritual connection with others. 

However, at this moment! 

The Blue Dragon was shocked to discover that it could not form a spiritual connection with the Asura 

nether prison sword! 

In other words, this Asura nether prison sword still had an owner! 

Could it be that Demon King Boxun didn’t die? 

The Blue Dragon was very surprised and quickly retracted its spirituality. It wanted to leave the altar and 

then think about it. 

But! 

It was easy to go up the stage, but the sudden change off the stage far exceeded everyone’s 

imagination! 

“Clang!!!” 

An ear-piercing sword cry resounded through the entire space! 

Then, countless black sword energies shot out like the sun, covering the entire altar. 

“This is bad!” 

The Blue Dragon let out a cry of surprise and immediately felt that something was wrong. 

“Shua shua shua …” 

In the next moment, the strange black sword light turned into countless shadows of the Asura nether 

prison sword. Then, they suddenly slashed toward the Blue Dragon Dagger. 

Originally, after opening the ruins, it had always been the Blue Dragon who cleared the way. Any danger 

encountered would be settled by him. 

Under normal circumstances, the Blue Dragon should be able to withstand the current danger, although 

it was unexpected. 

But! 

As soon as the countless Asura nether prison sword shadow clones slashed down, the Blue Dragon’s 

confidence was completely extinguished! 

This was because each of these clones contained the terrifying power of a late-stage seven Star true 

sage. 



 

Any of his clones could kill the Blue Dragon. 

These countless clones descended at the same time, and it was enough to cut the Blue Dragon into 

pieces. 

 it’s over … I was too careless … I should have listened to bro bei …  

The Blue Dragon’s brows were deeply furrowed, appearing to be in extreme despair and regret. 

Chen Xiaobei had already told him not to worry, but he was too eager to show off, and that was why he 

ended up in such a desperate situation. 

“Roar! Hiss!” 

However, at this critical moment, two terrifying primordial beasts ‘roars suddenly burst out in the space! 

Looking in the direction of the sound, one could see two huge flood Dragons suddenly appearing in the 

void. One was gold and the other was silver. Their huge bodies stretched across the sky and the earth, 

and the terrifying pressure made the entire space tremble! 

That’s right! 

This was the power of the Golden Dragon scissors! The immemorial sacred Yin Yang dragon energy 

construct! 

It was Chen Xiaobei! 

At that moment, countless Asura dark prison sword shadows burst out from the altar. They were two 

minor realms higher than Blue Dragon’s ice spear and were enough to kill him. 

However, the level of the Golden Dragon scissors was one small realm higher than the Asura dark prison 

sword. 

Furthermore, the Golden Dragon scissors were of extremely high quality, and were almost invincible 

against those of the same level. 

Therefore, the power of the Golden Dragon scissors was enough to suppress the danger that appeared 

at this moment. 

Boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 

As the immemorial yin-yang sacred Wyrm’s Dharma idol charged over, the countless Asura nether 

prison sword shadow avatars were cut apart as if they were being cut by scissors! 

The two sacred wyrms clamped down from the left and right, cutting off all the Asura nether prison 

sword shadow clones in unison! 

“Whoosh …” 

Countless doppelgangers vanished into thin air. 

 thank … Thank you, bro bei … You saved my life again …  the Blue Dragon gasped. His forehead and back 

were already drenched in cold sweat. 



 

Blue Dragon knew that if Chen Xiaobei had not acted in time, he would have been dead. 

Blue Dragon was glad that he did not see Chen Xiaobei as an enemy and was trying to befriend him. 

Otherwise, Chen Xiaobei would not have attacked him. 

After the near-death experience, Blue Dragon was even more convinced that it was the best decision he 

had ever made to rope Chen Xiaobei in! 

“God Chen, you’re so powerful …” 

At the same time, mo Luo Wutian had a flattering smile on his face. In fact, he was so depressed that he 

wanted to vomit blood. 

Originally, the Golden Dragon scissors were given to him by Hongjun. It was enough to allow him to run 

amuck in most places! 

However, after he got the Golden Dragon scissors, Chen Xiaobei snatched it away from him before he 

could even warm his pocket. 

At this moment, looking at the powerful Golden Dragon scissors, mo Luo Wutian’s intestines were about 

to break from regret. 

If he had known that this would happen, he would have run away the moment he saw Chen Xiaobei in 

the underworld. He would not have fought with Chen Xiaobei at all! 

She was cursing Chen Xiaobei in her heart, but she still had to smile and flatter him. 

Mo Luo Wu Tian felt that it was too difficult for him! 

“Chi …” 

As the shadow clone of the Asura nether prison sword was destroyed by the Golden flood Dragon 

scissors, the original body of the Asura nether prison sword began to move violently! 

The Blue Dragon did not dare to be careless and quickly retreated from the altar! 

This time, it was Chen Xiaobei who walked up to the altar and stood beside the Asura dark prison sword. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei reached out and grabbed the hilt of the sword! 

“Clang” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his arm and pulled out the Shura dark hell sword! 
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That’s right! 

Chen Xiaobei pulled out the Asura nether prison sword! 

Furthermore, there was no danger or abnormality, as if this item had no owner! 

“How did this happen?” 
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The Blue Dragon was dumbfounded. 

He had almost lost his life when he tried to communicate with the sword’s spirit just now. Why was 

there no change when Chen Xiaobei had already pulled it out? 

This didn’t make sense. 

Could it be that the Asura nether prison sword also cared about appearances? 

 it’s obvious that the sword head is here. Moreover, he has already slipped away!  

At this moment, it was mo Luo Wutian who had noticed something. 

The Asura nether prison sword definitely had an owner. The reason it attacked the Blue Dragon was that 

the Blue Dragon wasn’t strong enough and could be killed. 

But now, Chen Xiaobei was holding the Golden Dragon scissors, which was more powerful than the 

Asura dark hell sword. So, the Swordmaster did not dare to attack again for fear of angering Chen 

Xiaobei. 

After all, it was better to leave a way out in life. 

The sword head didn’t want to force himself to think on the same path. 

“Come out!” 

 I’ll go!  Chen Xiaobei said, holding the Shura nether prison sword. 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, a thick black smoke rose from an unremarkable corner on the huge altar. 

The black smoke quickly condensed into a fiend shadow with a ferocious face. 

He had four horns like a giant deer and fangs like lions and tigers! His black skin reflected a metallic 

luster, and his body was covered in bone spikes, like a set of armor. He looked extremely domineering! 

More importantly, the demonic shadow was exuding a terrifying black primordial chaos holy light! 

From the strength of the primordial chaos Divine light, he could tell that he had reached the realm of a 

one-star true Saint! 

This was very strange! 

One must know that the demon Realm was also in the great thousand world controlled by the heavenly 

Dao. Therefore, logically speaking, there should not be a true sage! 

“Boxun! Is that you, Boxun?” 

At this moment, mo Luo Wutian looked at the other party in shock and asked in disbelief. 

“Wutian? It’s you!” 

On the other side, the demonic shadow was also looking at mo Luo Wutian in shock. 



 

It was obvious that the two of them knew each other. 

In the primordial era, Rahu was the most powerful, authoritative, and unsurpassable ancestor devil! 

As for Boxun and Mo Luo Wu Tian, they were actually ancient demon kings of the same level! 

However, mo Luo Wutian had relied on his own luck to obtain the recognition of the devil Dao’s imprint. 

After Luo hou’s death, he rose up step by step and became the new devil ancestor! 

Bo Xun, on the other hand, had disappeared a long time ago. 

According to the mainstream rumors in the devil World, Bo Xun was looking for opportunities in an 

extremely dangerous place and died there. 

However, it was obvious that the rumors were false! 

Bo Xun was not dead at all. Furthermore, his cultivation had broken through the restrictions of the 

heavenly Dao greater world and reached the true sage realm! 

This was very, very strange! 

In the great thousand world, without the approval of the heavenly Dao, one could not become a saint 

unless he proved his Dao with force! 

In other words, Bo Xun should have proven his Dao and become a saint Somewhere else! 

“You’re Boxun?” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “You wanted to kill my friend just now. Now, I want you to take this sword as 

compensation. Are you willing?” 

 bro bei …  Blue Dragon was touched and excited. 

She had finally become Chen Xiaobei’s friend. Not only did Chen Xiaobei save her, but he also wanted to 

stand up for her. That was so kind of him. 

On the other side, mo Luo Wu Tian’s expression was very complicated. 

He knew very well that the Asura nether prison sword was Bo Xun’s Natal magic weapon and his most 

powerful trump card. 

In this world where the strong preyed on the weak, a person’s strongest trump card was basically 

equivalent to half his life. It was absolutely impossible to hand it over to outsiders. 

Moreover, this Asura nether prison sword had accompanied Bo Xun for countless years, and he had 

already developed feelings for it. How could he give it away just like that? 

Mo Luo Wutian pursed his lips. He did not think that Bo Xun would agree to Chen Xiaobei’s request. 

 it’s the sword’s fortune that the divine ancestor has taken a liking to it. I’m willing to offer it to you with 

both hands!  

To everyone’s surprise, not only did Bo Xun not reject the offer, but he was also very willing to give Chen 

Xiaobei the Shura nether prison sword. 



 

“The Holy master’s thousand years of longevity is boundless!” 

Bo Xun even flew over and knelt in front of Chen Xiaobei, kowtowing three times and bowing nine 

times. 

“What … What’s going on?” 

Looking at the scene in front of him, mo Luo Wutian was dumbfounded. Even blue Dragon’s face was full 

of doubt. 

This Bo Xun had probably not left this place for billions of years. How could he know Chen Xiaobei? Why 

would she call Chen Xiaobei ‘Holy leader’? 

In fact, even Chen Xiaobei was confused. He had no idea what was going on. 

If Bo Xun had not removed his spiritual connection with the Shura nether prison sword, Chen Xiaobei 

would have suspected that he was playing a trick on him. 

“Alright, I’ll keep the sword. Get up and talk to me!” 

The Asura dark prison sword was now ownerless, and Chen Xiaobei put it away in his infinite space ring. 

“Many thanks, Holy master …” 

After Bo Xun thanked Chen Xiaobei, he stood up and walked to Chen Xiaobei’s side. 

“Why do you call me Holy master?” 

Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 because I can sense the aura of the ancestral Saint Pangu on you!  Boxun answered. 

“Ancestral Saint Pangu?” 

Chen Xiaobei was even more confused.  “Isn’t the faith of your demon race the demon ancestor? What 

does this have to do with the ancestral Saint Pangu?” 

“Holy master might not know!” 

 I went to a Holy Land of creation by chance, ” Boxun said.  there, I found a large piece of the Pangu axe 

fragment and sensed a lot of information from it!  

“A fragment of the Pangu axe? Important information?” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up and he quickly asked, 

” “What information?” 

Boxun answered seriously,”the general content of the information is that the ancestral Saint created the 

heavens and the earth, and created the universe!” Most importantly, all of us demons are descendants 

of the ancestral Saint Pangu!” 

Chen Xiaobei immediately understood what was going on. 

After Pangu created the world, his body turned into the primitive land, and his essence, blood, and 

bones became the first Xiantian lifeforms of the land! 



 

It was not an exaggeration to say that all living beings with intelligence were Pan Gu’s descendants! 

It was precisely because these Xiantian lifeforms continued to multiply and develop that they gradually 

came to be known as the various races! 

And the demon race was one of them! 

The ordinary Devils didn’t know the truth, so they believed in the Supreme devil ancestor of the devil 

World! 

Bo Xun, on the other hand, found out the truth by chance. As time passed, his faith gradually changed to 

that of the ancestral Saint Pangu. 

Coincidentally, Chen Xiaobei had inherited Pangu’s blood essence, so he naturally had the aura of the 

Holy ancestor of Pangu. 

That was why Bo Xun called Chen Xiaobei the Holy leader! 

“I roughly understand what you mean!” 

“Where is the fragment of the Pangu axe?” Chen Xiaobei asked. Where is the Holy Land of fortune?” 
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 “Sir Holy master, please follow me!” 

Boxun respectfully stepped forward and led the way to the place where he had just appeared. 

At the corner of the altar, there was an extremely well-hidden black spatial Rift. One would not be able 

to see it if they did not approach it. 

” back then, I wanted to dig out the heart of the God-burning mountain and build a sect in the mountain 

… When I was building this altar, I accidentally found a crack in space and entered it … ” 

Bo Xun said,”the Holy Land of fortune that I mentioned is on the other side of this crack!” After I went 

in, I found a mysterious power that could help me break through to the realm. I could even break 

through to the true Saint realm! However, I still don’t understand what kind of power it is.” 

“It should be the primordial violet vapor!” Chen Xiaobei quickly made his judgment. 

A similar situation had happened before. The Hong Meng purple Qi had made the nine Nine soul-

scattering gourd become a saint weapon and made Daoist Wen become a true Saint. 

The creation Sacred Realm had appeared because of the creation Jade plate fragment and the Hong 

Meng purple Qi. 

With these two factors combined, it could be concluded that the mysterious power that allowed Bo Xun 

to become a one-star true sage came from the Hong Meng immortal Qi. 

However, there was one difference. The nine Nine soul-scattering gourd and Taoist Wen’s advancement 

both devoured the Hong Meng purple Qi completely, but Boxun was different. He could make a 

breakthrough without even seeing the Hong Meng purple Qi. 
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This was really too strange. 

“Primordial violet vapor?” Bo Xun was shocked and extremely confused. 

Obviously, he couldn’t be sure. 

“Let’s go, we’ll know when we enter!” Chen Xiaobei led the group into the spatial Rift. 

“Whoosh …” 

After a series of spatial teleportations, the group immediately arrived in another world. 

Here, the entire space was like a Tai Chi yin yang pattern, divided into two pieces, and slowly rotating. 

The area that everyone was in was blood-red in color, and it exuded a masculine aura and exuberant 

vitality. 

The other piece was a mix of purple and white, and it gave off a Supreme and domineering aura. 

“I can confirm it!” 

Chen Xiaobei made the first decision. ” this side of us is suppressed by the fragment of the Pangu axe, 

and the other side is suppressed by the primordial violet vapor and the fragment of the Jade plate of 

fate! ” 

Chen Xiaobei could clearly sense the aura of the Pangu axe fragment and the primal Chaos purple Qi. 

So, once he entered this space, Chen Xiaobei could confirm all his speculations. 

” I can’t be sure about the other side, but the Holy leader is right. The fragment of the Pangu axe is right 

here! ” Boxun said. 

Then, everyone flew over. 

Soon, he saw a palm-sized fragment of the Pangu axe floating in the air, emitting a very special energy. It 

maintained this half of the blood-red space, and at the same time, fought against the other half of the 

purple-white space. 

“This fragment is so big …” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows in surprise. 

In the past, the pieces of the Pangu axe that Chen Xiaobei had obtained were only the size of a coin or 

even smaller. 

The fragment in front of him was actually the size of a palm. The difference was not small! 

More importantly, the fragment of the Pangu axe was not just a piece of trash! 

The Pangu axe, the Taiji diagram, and the eastern Emperor Bell, which were the top three Saint weapons 

under Dao ancestor, were all made from the larger pieces of the Pangu axe! 

In other words, the more fragments Chen Xiaobei collected, the more powerful the ultimate treasure he 

would be able to create! 



 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not know how to make it. Even if he did, he might not have the ability to do 

so. 

After all, before the Pangu axe was broken, it was an existence on the same level as the good fortune 

Jade Disk, which was the level of heavenly venerate Primal Chaos, where the heavenly Dao was. 

Even though the Pangu axe was already broken, it would probably require the Dao ancestor’s Saint King 

level to refine it. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei could only collect the broken pieces of the Pangu axe. He could not make one 

himself. 

Of course, the consumption of spiritual Qi was also a huge problem. Even if Chen Xiaobei created a 

super magical treasure, he would not have enough spiritual Qi to activate it. 

Because of this, this matter could be put aside for the time being. There was no rush to realize it now. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei released his spiritual Qi to communicate with the fragment. 

The fragment flew into Chen Xiaobei’s palm. 

Just like what Bo Xun had said, the fragment revealed a lot of information, which proved that the 

ancestral Saint Pangu was the Father of all living beings in untainted land. 

Chen Xiaobei had some understanding of this information, so he was not surprised. 

Chen Xiaobei turned to look at the other side of the room after he had kept the fragment of the Pangu 

axe. 

“Alright, next, I’ll think of a way to collect the primordial violet vapor over there.” 

Chen Xiaobei led the group to the edge of the blood-red space. 

While flying, Boxun said, ” “The space on the other side is very strange. I can’t go there at all! If I wait at 

the edge, I might be able to obtain some of the primordial violet vapor’s power …” 

Chen Xiaobei finally understood why Bo Xun had been staying here and not going anywhere. 

It was because he didn’t want to miss any bit of the power of the primal purple Qi. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei made a bold guess. 

The primordial violet vapor here might also be more than those he had found before. 

For one thing, the power of the fragment of the good fortune Jade Disk enhanced by the primal purple 

Qi was able to compete with the larger fragment of the Pangu axe. If it was just a tiny bit of primal 

purple energy, it would definitely be suppressed by the broken piece of the Pangu axe! 

Secondly, Bo Xun had only absorbed some of the energy from the primordial violet vapor and he had 

already broken through to the one-star true sage realm! If it was just a tiny bit of primordial violet vapor, 

he would probably have to devour it completely to break through! 



 

… 

In summary, the amount of primordial violet vapor in the purple-white space was definitely not small. 

If Chen Xiaobei could consume it, the howlsky Purple Lotus would grow even faster. 

“First of all, we have to think of a way to get there!” 

Chen Xiaobei took out the Golden Dragon scissors and was ready to use force. 

“Sir Holy master, you can’t!” 

” I’ve tried to use the Asura dark prison sword to cut the spatial wall, ” Bo Xun said quickly. ” but I 

suffered a huge backlash and my primordial spirit was seriously injured. It took me thousands of years to 

recover! ” 

Chen Xiaobei asked, ” ” the Asura nether prison sword was originally an early-stage seven-star true sage. 

Now, it’s an advanced seven-star true sage. It should have absorbed some energy from the Hong Meng 

purple Qi and completed the advancement of a small realm, right? ” 

” yes … ” Boxun composed himself and asked in confusion, ” “Why are you asking this?” 

“Oh, I have an idea!” Chen Xiaobei raised his brows, full of confidence. 


